
Problem Description 
One of the most common problems encountered in femoral

neck failure is the fact that patient is not able to walk

immediately after the surgery. To resolve the problem, the

most common procedure is inserting few screws to connect

the femoral head and femur.

Methodology
- SIMULIA Abaqus software was used for modeling

- Different materials used for screws including Ti, Steel, and 

some hypothetical materials

- Validating some of the results with Solid Works simulations 

Validation

Conclusions
1) FEA analysis of the femur bone reinforced by two and three 

screws is performed

2) Different screw materials were tested

3) Simulation performed with 67872 and 75195 element for the 2-

screws and 3-screws cases correspondingly

4) 10 node quadratic tetrahedral elements were used

5) Validation of the results for bone properties obtaining was 

performed (Abaqus results VS SolidWorks ones)

6) After simulation it appeared that the best way to fixate failed 

femur neck with 3 screws made of steel.
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Project’s Goals
- To investigate the screw pattern impact on the performance 

of the hip immediately after the surgery

- To analyze the effect of different bolt materials(which is 

better: stiffer or softer?)

- To study how the number of the bolts affect the stress 

concentration in the body of the hip

Trabecular bone bending

Data

Trabecular Cortical 

1 1.2

Young’s modulus (MPa) 2671 4055

Numbers of element 50 50

Poison’s ratio 0.3 0.3

Radius of cross section(mm) 15 15

Length (mm) 380 380

40 40

Cortical bone bending

Abaqus Model Solid Works Model

Mesh

2 Screws

Ti screws Hypothetical screws(20 times stiffer than the bone)

3 Screws

Ti screws Hypothetical screws(20 times stiffer than the bone)
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Number of elements:67872

2 screws 3 screws

Elements’ type:C3D10 (10 node quadratic tetrahedral) 

Number of elements:75195

= 3635.505879 Mpa

v=0.3


